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WIN not only the hearts and minds
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powerful video learning from ETV...

But also $100 cash for
morning tea for your staff
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ETV is celebrating the launch of
our new website at:

www.etv.org.nz

Click this link, or enter it into your browser,
and you’ll find the answer to this simple question:
“People generally remember WHAT percentage of
what they see and hear?”
To enter the draw, click the ENQUIRE button,
fill in your details, and put your answer in the
Comments section of the on-line form.
Click SEND MESSAGE and you are in the draw
Every entry also qualifies your school to enjoy:
• 90 days of free access to ETV
• 90 days of free screenrights licensing (if required)
• 90 minutes of free ETV professional development
• $90 off the set-up fee if your school chooses to
subscribe at the end of your free access period
Don’t forget to tick the Free Trial box if you want this to be set up for your school.
Entries close Friday 25th September.
Offers not available to existing ETV clients.

To learn more about ETV’s huge range of teaching resources
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INTERFACE NEWS

THANKS FOR
YOUR SUPPORT
– WE COULDN’T
SURVIVE
WITHOUT YOU
Thank you for reading INTERFACE
Magazine. As a small, private company
we appreciate your support. It’s more
important now than ever to enable us to
continue to provide this great resource
for you, the educators of New Zealand.
We also need you to be our advocates
and help spread the word about all the
great things that INTERFACE provides.
Even after 13 years, some educators
don’t know we exist – but we’re sure
they would love the information and
inspiration inside each issue and access

to our event, INTERFACEXpo. If you
know of anyone you think would benefit,
tell them about us. Ask them to get in
touch and we’ll send them a copy. Also,
if you’re running any events or activities,
we’d be happy to provide some free
copies to give out.
For more information about receiving
copies of INTERFACE, contact Michelle
at admin@interfacemagazine.co.nz
or call her on 09 575 2454. Alternatively,
subscriptions can be made online at
interfaceonline.co.nz/subscribe/

OUR LATEST COMPETITION
WINNERS ARE …
There were heaps of entries for last
issue’s competitions. We had two
Brainbox Electronic Kits up for grabs.
These go to Shaun Hurlow,
Hamilton Seventh-Day Adventist
School, Hamilton, and Gary
Lawrence, Vauxhall School,
Auckland.
The three Bluetooth Trackers (in
different colours) are on their way to
Elaine Hughes (pink), Whanganui
High School, Whanganui, Nirvana
Withers (black), St Francis Xavier
School, Whangarei, and Steve
Copley (white), Waimea College,
Nelson.
Lastly, first out of the hat for the
Desktop Power Hub was Michelle
O’Carroll, Twizel Area School, Twizel.
We hope you all enjoy your prizes.
For the latest competitions check out
pages 36 and 37.

WIN $100 towards a morning tea for your staff.
Pages 5 and 10.
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WE’VE GONE DIGITAL ONCE AGAIN.
HOW IT IS FOR YOU?
The latest Level 3 lockdown has meant disruption yet again to
our publication process and we’ve decided to do another digital
issue to ensure we publish and it reaches you.

$50

We hope you enjoy reading this latest digital issue of
INTERFACE. It remains a learning process for us, so we’d value
your feedback again. We’ve set up a short survey for you to
share your thoughts. There’s a $50 Prezzy card for one lucky
respondent. Tell us what you think
at interfaceonline.co.nz/godigitalsurvey

DON’T FORGET TO
PUT THESE DATES IN
YOUR DIARY

While we missed you all this year, we’re busy planning for next
year’s INTERFACEXpo. If you want to find out about the latest
digital technology trends and solutions for your school, this is a day
not to be missed.
INTERFACEXpo 2021 will be coming to:
• Christchurch, Lincoln Events Centre – Friday 21 May
• Wellington, Lower Hutt Events Centre – Tuesday 25 May
• Auckland, The Trusts Arena – Thursday 27 May

21
WANTED:
YOUR
EXPERIENCES
WITH
VIRTUAL
REALITY
(VR)

Registrations will open early next year. For more go to
interfacexpo.nz

Are you teaching with VR? If you are, we want to
hear about your experiences and share them
with INTERFACE readers. Big or small,
complex or simple, we’re not fussy. Just drop
us a line. Contact Editor Greg Adams at
greg.adams@interfacemagazine.co.nz

Create your own dot-to-dot drawings.
Page 34.
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NOTICEBOARD

NOTICEBOARDNOTICEBOARDNOTICEBOARDNOTICEBOA
MORE TIME TO ENTER THE
123TECH CHALLENGE
The Tahi Rua Toru Tech Challenge
has extended its deadlines for entry.

INTERFACEONLINE.CO.NZ

“The Regional Championships are
currently underway but the new
format means teachers now have
until 11 November to submit students’ work, so there is still
plenty of time to sign up and complete the challenge in time to
enter,” said Joy Keene, of IT Professionals NZ, which
organises the competition.

ETV’S $100 TOWARDS MORNING TEA WINNERS
In our July magazine, to help celebrate our 100 th issue ETV ran
a competition offering 10 lucky schools $100 towards a staff
morning tea. The winners were: Nga Iwi School; Nelson Central
School; Red Beach School; Te Horo, Otaki; Glenfield
Intermediate; Shirley Primary; Mairangi Bay Primary; Masterton
Intermediate; Medbury School; and Wainuiomata High School.
ETV launches a new-look website
(and offers $100 towards 10 more
morning teas!) on pages 5 and 10.

“Teachers can submit students’ project work online at
2020challenge.123tech.nz and, after the virtual judging
rounds are completed, Regional winners will be announced
ahead of the national finals being held on 10 December.
“The mahi that we are seeing from our students across
Aotearoa is beyond incredible. It seems that the move to
undertaking the challenge both online and in person has been
overall pretty easy for all.”
Find out more about the Challenge and how it can help you
deliver the new DT curriculum content at 123Tech.nz or follow
the latest announcements at facebook.com/123tech.nz/

NEW ‘WIRELESS PRESENTATION
DISPLAY’ AVAILABLE
ViewSonic’s new Wireless Presentation Display (WPD) is
available from ActiveVision.
“This is a new class of collaborative display,” said
ActiveVision’s David Parker. “It simplifies the setup and
operation of a shared screen by integrating all the necessary
hardware and software to provide a streamlined display.
“Occupying a space between a classroom TV and a more
advanced interactive whiteboard, WPDs offer an affordable
alternative to schools looking to move away from projectors
without breaking the bank on unnecessary features. Those it
does come with include Education Notifications and
Emergency Messaging and a 3-year Warranty/Support Care
Pack.”
For a free demo contact ActiveVision on 0800 368 474 or go to
activevision.co.nz

Transforming
Online Learning

We want to give teachers more time to
focus on what’s important. With iQualify
for Schools you can use technology to
make this happen. Our easy to use learning
management system makes teaching and
learning easier and more personalised, while
our online resources take the hard work out
of planning. By New Zealand teachers, for
New Zealand teachers.

DID YOU KNOW?
The most common search
query made on Bing is for …
its arch rival Google!

For a FREE trial for your school visit
iqualifyschools.co.nz or
email info@iqualifyschools.co.nz
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ARDNOTICEBOARDNOTICEBOARDNOTICEBOARDNOTICE
ONLINE SEARCHES PLANT TREES

$69M UPGRADE FOR ONLINE LEARNING

Next time you need to search for something online, you might
be doing your bit to help the environment. Each request made
on search engine Ecosia raises nearly one cent towards the
planting of a tree – just 45 searches reach the required 39 cents
for one tree.

Last month, the Government announced a $69 million package
to upgrade schools’ digital networks, improve online security
and ensure the ongoing integrity of NCEA online exams.

The site makes its money in the same way as Google, from
advertising revenues. It earns cash every time someone clicks
on one of the adverts and then donates 80 per cent of the profits
to tree-planting charities. To date it has funded more than 105
million new trees.
Try it at ecosia.org

“The pandemic has highlighted the importance of having a
flexible and resilient education system,” said Education
Minister Chris Hipkins. “Schools and students adapted to
online learning quickly during the lockdown, so we have an
opportunity to build on this momentum and give learners more
options to learn safely online.
“To support the roll out of NCEA Online, we are investing $20
million to develop digital identities for secondary students so
they can log on to access their exams and results when they’re
released. We expect this to work a little bit like a Facebook or
Google login where people have an online profile and can login
into a wide range of websites and services.
“On top of that, the Government is bolstering centralised ICT
and cyber security support to give all state and state-integrated
schools the option to sign up. This will reduce the burden on
individual schools to provide the support and upgrades
themselves. This means that school leaders and boards can
focus on teaching and learning rather than worrying about how
they’re going to keep their students safe online. The upgrade to
school ICT network and services will cost $49 million over four
years.”

REQUESTS INVITED TO TRY FACEBOOK’S VR
PLAYGROUND ‘HORIZON’

N4L’s network ‘health checks’ help schools be tech-ready
for digital exams. See page 14.

Facebook’s Horizon – a multiplayer, Virtual Reality (VR) social
space – has entered public beta. That means you can apply to
explore, play and create in this new, virtual world.

STEAM ADD ‘SLURS AND
SWEARING’ FILTER TO
CHATROOMS

For more information go to oculus.com/facebook-horizon/

Popular gaming platform Steam
is adding a customisable
profanity and slur filter to its chat
system. Available through the
Steam Lab beta program (and a
soon-to-be universal option
soon), it filters a default list of
commonly used swear words and slurs for “racial, religious,
ethnic, and other identifying groups.” Users can choose to add
or remove specific words or upload full block lists of terms.
More at bit.ly/steamswearfilter
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DIGITAL LEARNING

Win the hearts and minds of students
with powerful video learning from ETV
ETV is celebrating the launch of its new website and giving you the chance to win $100
cash for morning tea for your school staff (there are 10 prizes to be won!).
People generally remember what percentage of what they see and
hear? Visit etv.org.nz to find the answer to this question – and you
could win $100 cash for morning tea for your staff.
When you have found the answer, all you have to do is click the
Enquire button, complete your details and put your answer in the
Comments section. Your entry also qualifies your school to receive
three months’ free access to ETV, so don’t forget to let us know if
you would like this set up by ticking the Free Trial box on the form.

Why use video resources in your teaching?

NEW LOOK FOR ETV.ORG.NZ

The use of audio-visual material in classrooms is nothing new. Who
can forget overhead projectors with their slippery slides, fuzzy
focus and blown bulbs? However, since then the technology and
the content have improved immeasurably. Today’s digital natives
readily engage with video, reaping the benefits of its ability to
communicate on both a cognitive and emotional level. While
textbooks take a linguistic approach to learning, audio-visual
utilises sight, sound, colour and movement, inspiring deeper
learning, better retention and reinforced motivation.

nation. The Minister of Education, Chris Hipkins, noted recently
that that there is not enough support for teachers and there is a lack
of resources for them to draw on.

New Zealand history will be taught in all schools and kura from
2022. The curriculum changes will ensure all learners are aware of
key aspects of our history and how they have influenced our

BY MARTIN DREW, GENERAL MANAGER ETV

ETV already has a significant amount of catalogue content, as well
as many videos that we host for Archives NZ, which are available
at no cost. From building the road through the Haast Pass, to the
Wahine disaster, there is an eclectic range of content to help you
prepare and deliver engaging history lessons.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT ETV CALL 0800 GETETV (438388) OR
EMAIL MARTIN.DREW@ETV.ORG.NZ

Six ways to ensure you look fabulous on
Zoom (or Teams, Meet and Skype)
Thanks to COVID-19, you may have found video meetings have become more the rule
than the exception. But whether with students or colleagues, for workshops or
presentations, you still want to look your best. Here’s how …

1

Appearance: Comb your hair, shave/apply
makeup and think about your clothing. Plain,
solid colours will bring out the best in you – but
not all bright white or all dark black.

4

Sound: Invest in an external microphone. Don’t
be too far from the microphone that you can’t be
heard. Mute when listening. Put audio distractions
(kids, dogs, spouses, etc.) in another room.

2

Lighting: Avoid having a ‘shady face’, where
part of your face in in shade. Have one single
light source to illuminate all your face. Also,
don’t sit with your back to a window – instead,
face it, so you are softly lit.

5

Background: Try not to have distractions behind
you, like rows of books, photos, trinkets or
screens. Go for simple, blank, boring
backgrounds, after all you want people to focus
solely on you.

Perspective: Avoid having ‘wide-angle face’,
as well. Take half a step back. Webcams are
wide-angle, so can distort the face if you’re
too close.

6

Eye Level: Look at that camera directly, eye to
eye, straight ahead. If the camera’s slightly
below you put a book under it. No one wants to
be peering up your nose!

3
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Going back to your roots with The Mind
Lab’s Master of Contemporary Education
Having completed the Postgraduate Certificate in Digital and Collaborative Learning,
Kathryn Franklin is currently studying a Master of Contemporary Education – and
putting her passion into practice with a communal garden.
“I’ve spent most of my teaching career learning with The Mind Lab
and every time I thought I had it all planned, I ended up doing
something completely different,” explained Kathryn.
She had planned to do her Master of Contemporary Education
(MCE) around tech: “I was passionate about digital technologies, so
I embraced MCE for that reason.”
Although she grew up in rural Ireland, where her parents grew
and sold organic vegetables, Kathryn didn’t realise the impact this
had on her until she started teaching at Puhinui School in
Papatoetoe, Auckland.
“We’ve got a pretty multicultural school; while we do a lot to
celebrate the diversity, I wanted to find a connector, something that
anchored them to this community.”
This anchor, it turned out, was a communal garden. Teachers
selected students who were keen to be involved and would also
benefit by developing social skills.

encourages problem-solving skills. Actually, COVID brought
problem-solving to the fore! We had to put everything on hold and
restart after the first lockdown; so, that meant having to adjust
seasonally and change plans – but that’s the point.

Journey of discovery

“The other teachers are amazed at how well the students have
worked together. Our little ones are attached at the hip with their
older buddies and the older kids developed leadership skills that
they have never had an opportunity to demonstrate before.”
The whole process has been an incredible journey of discovery, all
based on doing things differently, admits Kathryn.
“I would never have explored the concepts of play-based education
and the local curriculum if I hadn’t been doing MCE. I would also
never have taken such a bold leap of faith without the support of
my colleagues and my Master’s cohort.

Kathryn’s Masters, however, is not actually about gardening.

“Excuse the pun – I didn’t realise that it would bring me back to my
roots.”

“I’m identifying how communal, collaborative, practical work

BY KATE BRUCE, STORYTELLER AT THE MIND LAB.

We are continually
transforming
education in
Aotearoa
Our practice-based masters
programme supports teachers
and education leaders, like you,
to lead in times of change.
Study your Master of Contemporary
Education, with us.
themindlab.com
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DIGITAL LEARNING

Is the future of learning in
line with the future?
The constant evolution in digital technology means the workplace of the future will be
unrecognisable from that of today. In order to equip students for the jobs of tomorrow, a
clear understanding of the social skills required to match technical expertise is
essential, writes Robert Corkhill.
The internet and social media provide an unlimited source of
information and an ability to connect with others. This presents
students of today with a distinctly different set of challenges to that
of past generations, among them cyberbullying. So, the question is:
how can we ensure they remain safe and free from harm?

The Issue: A snapshot

Whether they’re in or out of the classroom, young people
constantly interact with technology in some form or another. It has
become intrinsically linked into their everyday lives. While there
are many benefits to be had, glaring realities exist that educators
must address in regard to the online welfare of their students.
Undertaken through various channels and means, cyberbullying in
the school environment takes place online. This typically takes the
form of an effort to hurt, harass or embarrass a fellow student.
According to researchers at the University of Auckland, nearly
one-third of teenagers have been the target of cyberbullying
through the internet and/or mobile.
Students who fall victim or experience instances of cyberbullying
are also likely to be negatively affected in the classroom.
Frightened, ashamed or socially ostracised, a student’s ability to
perform academically can be hampered by these unfortunate forms
of online bullying.

Addressing the issue

Fortunately, there are organisations in New Zealand proactively
attempting to address this issue. Netsafe, Sticks ‘n Stones, Student
Communication and Safe Practices Charitable Trust and others
offer advice and resources to teachers and students to meet
challenges in the ever-evolving digital field.
Although many students are provided with the background
information and theory, there’s still work to be done to effectively
incorporate the innovative technology required into schools. As
this changes, students can learn both the technological and social
skills required for success in their future career of choice.
This begs a fundamental question: how can the educators of today
effectively prepare students for the technologically driven job
market of tomorrow?

Security and safety in the classroom

Every young person deserves the right to feel safe and secure in
school, particularly while they are online. Recognising both the
scale and scope of this increasingly important issue, Acer has
partnered with Windows 10 to offer devices equipped with built-in
security and privacy features.
No matter the environment, Acer’s ProShield technology works to
protect students from getting hacked and their data from being

accessed and distributed by cyber bullies. Through the addition of
biometric authentication, data encryption and file shredding
capabilities, students are able to remain safe from unauthorised
access and intrusion. Recent research into this technology
uncovered a 33 per cent reduction into security breaches following
its implementation.
Windows 10 security software also affords parents the ability to
place restrictions on their child’s Acer devices. This technology,
available on the Acer Spin 5 and TravelMate B118 devices, allows
parents to safeguard their children through a restriction on
particularly websites, apps and even the imposition of a screen
time limit.

Protecting our future

While equipping our students with the requisite knowledge and
capacity to understand cyber security is critical, the technology
used in the classroom itself is equally important. Protecting our
students from cyberbullying is a vital tool to improve their
well-being, output and everyday educational experience.
In order to understand the importance of cyber security in the
future, students of today must learn in a first-hand capacity. The
addition of Windows 10 embedded Acer devices into the classroom
seeks to create a generation of students with a deep appreciation just
how vital cyber security can be – not only now but in the future.
ROBERT CORKHILL IS MARCOM MANAGER ACER COMPUTER AUSTRALIA.
FOR MORE ABOUT ACER’S PRODUCT AND SERVICES CONTACT
EDUCATION.ACA@ACER.COM
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Meet ‘Amy’, the smart new
face of education
iQualify for Schools is using Artificial Intelligence (AI) to model a maths tutor. The onscreen adviser works individually with students to help them solve equations, identify
what they need to work on and provide personalised, real-time feedback.
As we approach November and NCEA exams, everyone is mindful
of COVID-19’s impact on the school year and what it might mean
for overall achievement levels. The recent return to Level 3
restrictions in parts of the country has highlighted the need to
think differently about learning.
If you’re a maths teacher, imagine all of your students being able to
engage face-to-face any time of the day or night with a tutor who
assesses their knowledge gaps, comes up with a plan of action to
address them and reports back to you on progress. This tutor has a
name, ‘Amy’, and she is the not-so-human face of education in New
Zealand in the 21st Century.
Through a collaboration between iQualify for Schools and the
Jaipuna computer software company, Artificial Intelligence (AI)
technology has been used to model a human tutor. The on-screen
adviser works individually with students to help them solve
equations, identify specific areas they need to work on and provide
personalised pathways and real-time feedback.

Learn from the student

The technology is the first of its kind in New Zealand and is
accessed through the iQualify for Schools online learning platform,
which provides more than 200 curriculum-specific and NCEA
resources for schools.
As students have different competency levels in maths, Amy first
learns from the person. It assesses strengths and weaknesses, and
from there creates an individualised pathway for the student to
work on filling any knowledge gaps and reports back to the
classroom teacher.
Amy understands why students make a mistake and teaches them
what they need to reach the learning outcome set for the class.
For example, a student working on calculus can make a mistake
because of something they have forgotten in algebra or
trigonometry. Amy automatically teaches them the missing skill
and checks that they understand it before they move on.

Intelligent tutoring
Transforming
maths

We want to give teachers more time to
focus on what’s important. With iQualify
for Schools you can use technology to
make this happen. Our easy to use learning
management system makes teaching and
learning easier and more personalised, while
our online resources take the hard work out
of planning. By New Zealand teachers, for
New Zealand teachers.

For a FREE trial for your school visit
iqualifyschools.co.nz or
email info@iqualifyschools.co.nz

A recently-updated report on the impact and potential of AI in
education published on the website of the Office of the Prime
Minister’s Chief Science Advisor, says “it will catalyse a shift away
from mass, standardised learning towards more personalised
learning, and that intelligent tutoring systems will enable more
efficient engagement.
“AI may enhance teachers’ productivity by taking over routine
tasks or dealing with frequently asked questions. This will enable
teachers to spend more time in dialogue and discussions with
students focused on complex activities, as well as time for
curriculum design and professional collaboration.”
Amy is one of several AI products and platforms noted in the
report, which also says that, despite advancements, human teachers
will remain at the heart of education.
The teacher is still the heart and soul behind it all, whether it’s online
or in the classroom, and the value of technology – no matter how
advanced it may be – will never surpass the value of a teacher
inspiring their students to learn. Nevertheless, it certainly has its
place and, as an advocate for distance learning, I know there are
significant benefits in teachers and schools using a blend of distance
and classroom learning.
BY ALEX MACCREADIE, HEAD OF THE IQUALIFY FOR SCHOOLS TEAM.
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DIGITAL EXAMS

Free ‘check-up’ helps stop
attack during exams
INTERFACEONLINE.CO.NZ

N4L is carrying out free internet health checks to help schools be tech-ready for digital
exams. The aim is to ensure students have the best experience – and continue last
year’s success when its systems stopped an online attack during an exam.
More than 300 schools are anticipating one or more of its NCEA
2020 exams will be sat online. In partnership with the New Zealand
Qualifications Authority (NZQA), N4L has offered to help them
ensure their technology infrastructure is up to scratch, reducing
unexpected surprises while exams are underway.
The free ‘health checks’ assess exam room internet connection
speeds and reliability, determine if there are any ‘dead spots’
without connectivity, and check that their wireless equipment can
cope with the extra demand during exams.
In 2019, N4L assessed 140 schools across the country – more than
200 schools are already signed up to be assessed this year. As part
of the checks, N4L will review what systems the school has in place
to manage cybersecurity and minimise disruption as well as be
on-hand supporting schools throughout the exam period, by
monitoring network performance and helping schools deal with
unplanned incidents should they arise.

Denial of service attack

Last year, this help proved instrumental when a school came under
attack during a Level 3 Home Economics exam. Its internet
connection was bombarded with online traffic in an attempt to
make it impossible to use.

Whitelisting and VLANs

Whitelisting by itself applies to all school network traffic and does
not address the other reasons for keeping exam internet traffic
separate from the rest of the school’s online activity – something
that N4L strongly recommends schools do.
One way to manage this separation is to set up a virtual local area
network, also known as a VLAN. This will help improve the online
experience for exams and boost security. N4L can also help with
changes to settings in the managed network service ‘at the school
gate’.  
Schools interested in setting up VLANs and whitelists can enlist the
help of their IT support company. Or they can contact N4L’s
Helpdesk, which can put them in touch with a technology company
from its panel of pre-approved suppliers to help a school with this.
BY WILL GRAHAM, N4L’S CHIEF CUSTOMER OFFICER.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT N4L’S HELPDESK AT
0800 LEARNING OR SUPPORT@N4L.CO.NZ

THE RISE OF DIGITAL ASSESSMENTS

Inside one minute, N4L’s technology recognised the attack,
diverted it, and the exam was able to continue without any impact
to the students’ work. The school was experiencing a denial of
service (DDoS) attack, a malicious attempt to disrupt normal traffic
of a targeted server, service or network by overwhelming it with a
flood of internet traffic. Businesses and individuals around the
world are subject to these attacks daily. The NZX, Kiwibank,
Westpac, and MetService were recent targets.
While these attacks tend to be more prevalent around school
assessment time, they do take place throughout the year and N4L
has technology in place to stop them.

Minimise the impact

N4L diverts the unwanted extra internet traffic away from the
school while keeping the good traffic flowing. This approach is
called ‘scrubbing’ and minimises the impact of an attack on a
school’s network. In fact, the school may not even realise the attack
took place because the technology can start working within
seconds of the attack.
For schools to get the most from this protection, they need to be using
N4L’s network security solutions, firewall and web filtering tools.
Keeping students focused on their exam material and preventing
them from going where they shouldn’t is important. ‘Whitelisting’
will help with this, restricting students solely to the exam platform
and NZQA website, and is recommended for better security and
authenticity. This adds to the other security and authenticity
mechanisms on the exam platform, including real-time monitoring
of student usage and post-exam reporting.

TESTED: STUDENTS AT RONGOTAI COLLEGE

The New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA) completed a
range of trials and pilots between 2015 and 2018 to test and
evaluate digital assessments.
In 2019, it offered 35 digital NCEA exam sessions across 14
subjects. Approximately 14,400 students from 202 schools
nationwide participated, representing 11.2 per cent of students
with externally assessed results. For this year’s NCEA
students, NZQA is on track to offer 58 NCEA digital exams
across 21 subjects, at NCEA Levels 1, 2 and 3. This represents
approximately two-thirds of NCEA examinations.
In June, the Government announced a two-year, $38.7 million
investment to operate and further develop delivering NCEA
online.
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Launching an interest in
STEAM with the Rocket
Challenge
Organised by the Wonder Project, the Rocket Challenge is
taking off across New Zealand. Students have to design, build,
and launch their very own water-powered rocket. It’s engaging
young minds and showing them just how cool and exciting science,
technology and engineering can be!

I’d heard about the Rocket Challenge. It
sounded pretty awesome. So, when a teacher
at my daughter’s school said he’d signed up and
suggested I come along to see what they were doing, I didn’t need
any persuading.
The initiative is the brainchild of the Wonder Project, a free
programme of activities for schools from Engineering New
Zealand, designed to get young Kiwis excited about science,
technology, engineering, and maths, aka STEM (or STEAM if you
add in a dash of ‘Art’).
Over the course of six to eight weeks, students – primarily Years
5-8 – work with their teacher and a Wonder Project Ambassador to
design, build, and launch their very own water-powered rocket.
The programme, which has been designed to align with Level 4 of
the teaching curriculum, comes with a full complement of
resources, including explanatory videos and written guides, a
launcher and safety gear – even a clipboard for note taking! The
idea is that kids learn about all the steps involved in designing,
building and launching a rocket, from Newton’s Laws to the
engineering involved to working as a team to launching and
recording results.

Challenge the stereotypes

In the two years it’s been going, more than 30,000 school kids have
participated in the Rocket Challenge. Fifty-one per cent were girls
and nearly a third have been either Māori or Pasifika kids. And it’s
been country-wide, from Te Kura Kaupapa Māori o Pukemiro in
Kaitaia to St Teresa’s School in Bluff.
“These percentages mean a lot to us as a key goal of the programme
is for every Kiwi to have access to STEM and to challenge the

stereotypes about who can be an engineer or scientist,” said
Wonder Project Marketing Coordinator Emma Bulpitt.
Here are some other percentages from 2019 to ponder:
•		86 per cent of kids had a more positive perception of STEM;
•		91 per cent of teachers felt more confident teaching STEM;

•		90 per cent of teachers would do the Rocket Challenge again;
and

•		The number of kids wanting to be engineers double from four
to eight per cent.

As part of the Rocket Challenge, all participating schools create a
short video that reflects what they’ve learned. Follow the links to
the Wonder Project’s YouTube Channel, where you can watch some
of their productions, as well as find the incredible library of video
resources.

Sharing knowledge and experience

Something that helps set this activity apart are the ‘Ambassadors’
that are paired with teachers. These are professional scientists and
engineers who volunteer to not only help with the rocket building,
but also engage kids in STEM/STEAM by sharing their knowledge
and experience. And that’s perhaps the key to the whole thing.
“In New Zealand, there’s a huge skills shortfall in STEM,” added
Emma. “We simply don’t have enough young people pursuing
careers in these fields. The Wonder Project’s Rocket Challenge aims
to change that by taking young Kiwis on a creative, dynamic and
fun science journey.”
Incidentally, there’s a pilot for the ‘Planet Challenge’ in Term 4,
where Year 7-8 students will learn about engineering a sustainable
food supply using hydroponic technology.
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A rocket won’t fly unless somebody lights the fuse!
HOMER HICKHAM
AUTHOR AND NASA ENGINEER

Simple to sign up

If you’ve ever wondered how to get your students excited about
STEM/STEAM, the Rocket Challenge seems like a no-brainer.
You don’t need to have science experience or heaps of money –
the advice, support, information and resources are
comprehensive and free. All you need is a few hours a week and
the umph to give it a go.
Hopefully, I’ve already piqued your interest … but there’s more.
In the following few pages, we hear from five teachers taking
part in this year’s Challenge.
If you like what you see and want to join in, it’s just one small
step to sign up, and one giant leap for science learning (as well as
a lot of fun) for your students!
BY GREG ADAMS, EDITOR OF INTERFACE MAGAZINE.

ENGINEER
PROTOTYPE
COUNTDOWN
LAUNCHER
PRESSURE
NEWTON’S LAWS
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It’s a project that ticks all
the STEAM boxes
By Kynan Watt, Churchill Park School
We have been making a real effort over the past three years to
integrate STEAM education into our core curriculum. A colleague
saw a promotion for the Rocket Challenge and signed us up for it. It
ticked all the boxes in terms of delivering easy to complete
practical building tasks matched to interesting teaching and
learning concepts. The link to New Zealand’s own Rocket Lab,
which is located just up the road, also allowed the students to
identify with the project easily.

Broadened my knowledge

Becoming involved in the Rocket Challenge has definitely
broadened my own scientific knowledge and helped develop my
STEAM teaching pedagogy. The online curriculum material that’s
provided to accompany the activity is excellent. It’s easy to follow
and deliver, thorough and pitched at a level appropriate to
10-12-year-olds.
Plus, having our Ambassador, Louis, has been immensely helpful.
The students love learning with anyone who is not their regular
teacher!

Engineering and design

Overall, the students have been taught key concepts around
aerodynamics in a fun and engaging way. They’ve also been
taught about how to complete the engineering and design process
correctly. There have been very few obstacles. Having help has also
allowed the students to have plenty of opportunities to field test
their rockets.
I would definitely recommend signing up to anyone.
KYNAN WATT IS TEAM LEADER FOR THE SENIOR SYNDICATE (YEAR 5 AND
6) AT CHURCHILL PARK SCHOOL IN AUCKLAND.

AMBASSADOR IN ACTION: LOUIS

AND A WORD FROM THE AMBASSADOR
“I got involved in the Rocket Challenge through my workplace,
Woods. One of the associate engineers here sent out some details of
the project to all of the graduates encouraging us to sign up. I liked
the sound of it, so I got in touch and expressed my interest in the
project and things went from there.
“I’ve always enjoyed working with kids. I usually get along with
them pretty well. I saw the Challenge as a good opportunity to
share some of my learning and to participate in something
important.
“Going out to the school has been fun. The students have been
great and I think they have enjoyed having me around. They have
taken to the challenge even better than I thought they would,
coming up with some awesome designs and showing
understanding in the science concepts behind the rockets.

Pursue a career

“I like to think students have gained a different understanding and
appreciation for what can be done with STEM subjects. That it is
not all boring equations and lab work, but science and engineering
can be really fun and interesting if you make it so. I hope that the
challenge has inspired some of them to pursue a career in STEM.
I have also just had fun doing it and it has been a rewarding
experience for me so far. I have improved my ability to convey
information in a way that is digestible to a younger audience. It’s
been great and I’d definitely do it again.”
LOUIS ZEMKE-SMITH IS A GRADUATE ENGINEER AT WOOD AND
PARTNERS CONSULTANTS LIMITED. HE HAS A BE IN CIVIL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND
AND IS A WONDER PROJECT AMBASSADOR.
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POWERED BY WATER AND AIR PRESSURE
Rockets work by ejecting something out of the back. What’s
called the ‘reaction force’ then pushes the rocket forward. In
this case, the rocket is powered by air pressure and water.
The bottle is partially filled with water. Air is then pumped in,
storing energy inside the bottle in the form of air pressure.
When the pressure is released, the water is forced out, giving
the rocket its kick forward and showing Newton’s Third Law in
action: Every action has an equal and opposite reaction. The
water moves one way and the bottle goes the opposite way.

HANDS-ON: KYNAN AND KIDS

Check out the Rocket Challenge at

wonderproject.nz/rocket-challenge-info/
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Real-world problem
solving at its best
Q&A with Sandy Bornholdt, Te Kura o Matapihi
Why did you decide to do the Rocket
Challenge?

This is the second year we have done the Rocket Challenge. The
programme is well resourced and easy to follow. As well as this,
it is fantastic to have Colin Porter, an engineer from our
community, working with us. The Wonder Project utilises a
project-based (design learning) approach and this dovetails
really nicely with our specialist STEM and ‘Ara Ako’
Programmes here at Te Kura o Matapihi. Each school receives a
rocket launcher kit with the programme, which is invaluable.
The launcher itself is very well made and it’s great to be able to
keep this equipment after the project is over.

How has it gone?

We are a Ngā Kura a-Iwi Kura, so we run the Wonder Project
through our Specialist Te Reo Pākeha programme. The
programme needs at least four hours a week to do it justice but I
only have the tamariki for two hours a week for English.
Because of our timetable constraints it takes us a little longer to
complete the mission briefs but it’s worth it in the end.

What’s the support been like from the project
organisers?

INTERFACEONLINE.CO.NZ

Really great. Each module has detailed instructions and videos
for both the teacher and the guest engineer. And our coordinator Alison Lawrie is extremely responsive and is more
than happy to talk on the phone to answer any queries I may
have.

What have you got out of it?

As a teacher, I love introducing the physics (Newton’s Laws) to
the kids. They completely have the capacity to understand these
concepts in senior primary school. We specifically chose our
Year 6 class to do the Wonder Project. The engineering design
process taught within the programme is also a great
introduction to design thinking and sets up the kids well for
Years 7/8.

And what do you think the students have got
out of it?

The kids are encouraged from the start to form their own teams.
Many of the mission briefs include challenges (that can be as
competitive or collaborative as you want them to be) and the
kids love this. So far this year, we have turned the ‘Safety First’
mission brief into a fun relay and our Aerodynamics lessons
incorporated a tournament of dart throwing.

‘real-world problem
solving’ at its best.
Last year, the students
were excited to modify
their designs after the
first test flights. To hear
them discussing ideas
around rocket design
and improvements
using the logic was
really satisfying as a
teacher. I think their
learning is deeper as
the application of the
science and maths is in
the real world.

Any obstacles
along the way?

AMBASSADOR IN ACTION: COLIN

As I mentioned, the programme does take longer if you want to
do it justice and do it well. We know that the team are working
hard on developing the resource in Te Reo Māori, so we can’t
wait for this to happen.

Any memorable moments?

The most memorable moments are when the rockets launch for
the first time. It is so exciting for the kids. Last year we even
played around with attaching an accelerometer to the rocket
with real-time reporting on the iPad.

Will you do it again?

Certainly. We would love to broaden the scope of the wonder
project outside of our Te Reo Pākeha classes.

Any advice to others thinking about doing the
Challenge?

My advice to other teachers would be to integrate the learning
as much as possible across all your other subjects, so that you
can really build a solid base around some of the key
mathematical and scientific ideas and design thinking processes
within the programme.

Thank you.
SANDY BORNHOLDT IS E-LEARNING SPECIALIST AND CURRICULUM
LEADER AT TE KURA O MATAPIHI IN TAURANGA.

I think the kids are also super excited to build their own rockets.
Knowing that their rocket will actually be launched makes it

See more at the Wonder Project’s YouTube Channel
bit.ly/wonderprojectyoutube
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Encouraging students to ask questions,
find evidence, explore and investigate
Waimea Intermediate School’s Olivia Greening and Lucy Pritchard
both signed up to the Rocket Challenge. While their classes are
working separately, they have been sharing resources and a
Wonder Project Ambassador.
“The Rocket Challenge has provided me with an opportunity to
cover science learning this term and provide an awesome, engaging
programme for students,” said Olivia, who admits the project’s led
to not only an improvement in her students’ knowledge but also
her own understanding of Newton’s Laws.
“They’ve been able to build on prior experiences. It’s shown them
ways in which scientists work together, provide evidence to
support their ideas, and share and examine their own and others’
knowledge. It’s also encouraged them to ask questions, find
evidence, explore simple models, and carry out appropriate
investigations to develop simple explanations.”
The Challenge, which has been taken up by several teachers in the
school, has provided a new learning opportunity for Lucy’s class to
explore.
“I have the same class for two years, and we have already covered
many science topics such as space, weather, sustainability and
Science Fair. This has offered a new science area to explore, as well
as including engineering and maths.

AMBASSADOR IN ACTION: GILES

“It’s been great. Students love this type of hands-on science learning,
from cutting out fins from ice cream tub lids and sticking them on
the rockets with glue guns, to testing out their hypotheses of how
the rockets will fly when changing air pressure and water amounts.”

Value of STEAM

Both Lucy and Olivia have been impressed not only with the
Challenges resources but also their awesome Ambassador, Giles
Lesser.
“Giles has been amazing,” said Olivia. “Students look forward to
Wednesday mornings where we spend the whole block focused on
science and building our knowledge from the modules. These are
clear, direct, easy to pick up and run with.”
Lucy added: “His contribution to lessons has been brilliant. He did a
slideshow on STEAM with his personal experiences of designing an
island in Dubai. It showed
the value of learning
STEAM at school and how
studying these subjects
links to jobs people do in
the real world.
“I really enjoyed seeing
the students having fun,
putting their learning
into practice, and
launching the rockets.”
And her advice to other
teachers thinking about
the Rocket Challenge is
simple:
“Do it!”
LUCY PRITCHARD AND
OLIVIA GREENING TEACH
AT WAIMEA INTERMEDIATE
SCHOOL IN RICHMOND.

OVERCOMING A ‘CAN’T DO’ ATTITUDE TO SCIENCE
“Having three teenagers myself, I thought it sounded like a great
initiative to try to make STEAM come a bit more alive for kids at an
impressionable age.
“It has been great personal development for me in ways that I hadn’t
anticipated – and I’ve gained a better understanding for the
challenges teachers face every day trying to motivate, interest and
manage 30 kids! I’ve had to remind myself how rockets fly and try to
explain some very fundamental physics principles in a way that
makes them interesting and approachable. The water-powered
rocket is more interesting and impressive than I thought it would be.
“I think my greatest satisfaction was seeing some of the class, who
initially weren’t even sure if they could figure out how to measure
100ml of water into a rocket, quietly achieve that and then went on to
conduct some pretty useful experiments. There’s a lot of the
population with a ‘can’t do’ attitude to science and it is great to see
that can be overcome with a little engagement in a hands-on activity.”
GILES LESSER, IS NZ BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND SENIOR COASTAL
ENGINEER AT OMC INTERNATIONAL, WHICH HELPS PORTS GET EVER
BIGGER SHIPS IN AND OUT SAFELY. HE HAS A BE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY, A PHD IN COASTAL
ENGINEERING AND IS A WONDER PROJECT AMBASSADOR.
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Seeing that ‘sciency’
things really can be fun
By Rosi Coyle, St Teresa’s School
With a classroom full of NASA nerds, myself included, I thought
that the Rocket Challenge would ignite more interest in STEM
subjects.

INTERFACEONLINE.CO.NZ

St Teresa’s is an Enviroschool, so we are quite into environmental
science and I wanted to take the students in a different direction.
The Wonder Project linked in well to the Physical World strand,
with topics on forces and motion, and we were due to cover the
‘Planet Earth and Beyond’ strand in Term 2. We decided on an
Inquiry on Space, involving the Challenge, science fiction story
writing and report writing on the theme of Space. We were ready to
go … until lockdown postponed our launch.
Now, we are several weeks into the Challenge and three teams of
mixed-age students, Years 4-7, have put together three prototypes
to be tested. Each student has also made their own rocket. We
launched them all last week, the last of which was the rocket made
by our engineer helpers. It travelled so far that we lost it to a
neighbour’s back garden. Thankfully, it got returned to us and
we’re going to take it apart and see if we can find out why it flew
further than any other rocket.

ideas for the prototype and then redesign it to make it better.
The students also researched STEM careers, which has helped them
to get away from thinking about the usual jobs they could do. I
have also noticed the girls in the class getting particularly excited
with the idea that they could work for the likes of TESLA or Rocket
Lab. (I am going to do a mini unit on ‘Women in Science’ in Term 4.)
We would definitely do it again in a few years’ time with a fresh
batch of kids. Year 4 students don’t usually take part but they were
supported really well by the older students. My advice to other
teachers is do it! Don’t be scared to go outside your comfort zone
because the students get so much out of it.
If you are lucky enough to have engineers or a rocket scientist
nearby, get them involved. The students are 100 per cent engaged.
Lights went on when they understood Newton’s laws!
ROSI COYLE TEACHES AT ST TERESA’S SCHOOL IN BLUFF.

The students made graphs of their rocket’s trajectory, which was
from 4m to 33m. Rocket designs are being adjusted to see if they
can improve the distance they travel. The group rocket called Hype
3 was in the lead (which is from an all-girl team).

Become members of our class

The support from the Wonder Project has been awesome, especially
our local rep Renee. When we went into lockdown, we postponed
the challenge but emails kept us all in the loop.
Our awesome Ambassadors, Jason and Andrew (from South Port)
and Robin (from Awarua Satellite Ground Station) have been
accepted as members of our class team and have been such an asset
to the work as great role models. The have made the project highly
engaging and showed that their jobs were interesting and different
every day. They gave a presentation of the projects that they have
been a part of, and students got to see that sciency things really can
be fun.
Robin – who’s an actual rocket scientist – has fascinated his group
of students with what he does as a job and we are planning a trip to
the satellite tracking centre as a follow-up to the project.
The teacher modules were easily accessed and there was plenty of
time to complete these. I knew from the start how we would be
working as a team and the fact that we managed to get three
interested engineers willing to help was fabulous for us as a tiny
two-teacher school with only 27 students, 17 of whom are in the
senior class.

Competition and prototypes

There are not enough hours in the week to do all that they want to
do around this subject with everything else we have to do in the
curriculum. Teamwork has also been an integral part of the
challenge as they had to make a team prototype to go in
competition with the others. With their own rocket, they could
design it any way they wanted but had to work with the group’s

AMBASSADORS IN ACTION:
JASON, ANDREW AND ROBIN.

CALLING ALL ENGINEERS, MATHEMATICIANS …
AND ROCKET SCIENTISTS
Rosi put a call out on both the school’s and the Bluff
community’s Facebook pages asking if any local scientists and
engineers would be interested in helping with the project. She
got a reply from South Port, who were happy to send two
engineers and Robin McNeill, who’s ‘Dishmaster’ at Awarua
Station, Enterprise Project Manager for Venture Southland, a
Fellow of the Institution of Professional Engineers New
Zealand … and a real-life rocket scientist.
“The Rocket Challenge is very cool,” he said. “There’s drama,
excitement and fun. Space is something we see every night
and wonder about. This is a fool-proof way to engage kids, get
them enthused and grow an interest in physics.”
Check out the work of the Awarua Satellite Ground Station at
awaruasgs.com

THANKS TO KYNAN, SANDY, LUCY, OLIVIA, AND ROSI FOR SHARING
THEIR ROCKET CHALLENGE EXPERIENCES WITH US.
ALSO, A THUMBS UP TO ALL THE AMBASSADORS FOR VOLUNTEERING
THEIR TIME AND THE WONDER PROJECT TEAM FOR THIS AWESOME
INITIATIVE.
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INTRODUCING
ROCKET LAB
Founded in New Zealand,
Rocket Lab builds and launches a
lightweight and reusable orbital
rocket called Electron. It carries
small satellites (SmallSats and
CubeSats) into space from a launch site
on Mahia Peninsula in Hawke’s Bay. In
2009, it became the first private company
in the Southern Hemisphere to reach space
and started commercial flights in 2018.
Members of the Rocket Lab team regularly
visit schools. To find out about requesting a
visit go to rocketlabusa.com/education/
Here you will also find a selection of teaching
resources, including fact sheets on topics
such as ‘How rockets are launched’ and
‘How satellites stay in space’, specifications
of the Electron, and colouring pages.
You can also view launch videos at
youtube.com/RocketLabNZ

Meet
Rocket Lab’s
Electron
rocket!

Where Electron
launches from
Rocket Lab operates two launch sites. Between them
Rocket Lab can launch more than 130 times per year!
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At the top of the Electron rocket is the
fairing, or nose cone. These two structures
protect the satellite inside it when Electron
 ƪ  ǯ 
on the way to space. The fairing is
jettisoned before the payload is deployed.
Inside the fairing sits the satellite. It is

DAWN AEROSPACE
New Zealand company Dawn Aerospace is also pioneering
space travel. The Christchurch-based company is designing
and building Aurora, a same-day reusable launch vehicle. You
can request someone from Dawn to talk virtually to your class
about what it’s like to work in space and all the exciting futures
it holds.
For more go to dawnaerospace.com/schools

The Electron’s Second Stage is connected
to the Kick Stage. It uses a special
Rutherford engine designed for use
in space to get the Kick Stage and the
satellite onboard most of the way to
where they want to go to orbit the Earth.

connected to the Electron Kick Stage,
which has its own mini engine called the
Curie engine. With this engine, the Kick
Stage can take a satellite exactly where
it wants to go in space.
Once the satellite is released, the Kick

Launch Complex 1
Rocket Lab’s main launch site is Launch Complex 1 in Mahia, Hawke’s Bay, New Zealand. Rocket Lab Launch Complex 1 is the only
private spaceport launching to low-Earth orbit in the world. Launch Complex 1 was opened in 2016 and Rocket Lab can do up to
120 Electron launches from the site every year.

Electron has delivered
satellites above Earth
which help people
communicate around
the world

Electron is made of carbon-composite
Ƥǡ        
allows vehicles like sports cars, racing
yachts, and rockets to travel really
fast and remain very light without also
breaking apart. In fact, the thickness of
the wall of Electron is only slightly larger
than the thickness of a credit card!

Electron is the only fully carbon-composite
rocket to ever reach space.

The First Stage acts as a fuel tank for
Electron’s Rutherford engines.

When liquid oxygen is loaded inside
Electron for a mission, the temperature
inside the rocket is so cold that it causes
moisture on the outside of the rocket to
freeze. That’s why big white stripes form
on the black Electron rocket for every
launch!

The fuel onboard Electron is a mix of RP-1
(a ǦƤ
to jet fuel) and liquid oxygen (LOX), which
is very very cold oxygen (at least -183
degrees!).

Stage is designed to restart its engine
and propel itself back towards Earth
to burn up in the atmosphere – leaving
nothing behind in space but the satellite,
and helping to keep the areas above
Earth clear of space junk!

 ͙   Ǥ ơ 
  ͙ǡ ơ 
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launching opportunities!

Electron is 18m tall and only 1.2m in
diameter (two people hugging Electron
could join hands!)

Launch Complex 2
Launch Complex 2 is Rocket Lab’s newest launch site on the North-Eastern coast of the United States of America. Launch Complex
2 has been built on land owned by NASA on Wallops Island, Virginia, and will be the launching site for US small satellites operated
by the US government. Because of much busier skies above the USA’s east coast compared to New Zealand, Electron can launch
from Launch Complex 2 up to once a month every year.

Electron is powered by nine Rutherford
engines. These Rutherford engines can be
͛Ǧ Ƥ
ƪ Ǩ 
be printed in as little as 24-hours and unlike
any other rocket engine, the Rutherford
engine is powered by batteries, which also
makes them super light.

DOWNLOADABLE RESOURCE ON ELECTRON ROCKET

ROCKET LAB’S ELECTRON
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Houston, we have some spa
Whether or not you’re doing the Rocket Challenge, there are plenty of space-related
resources to explore in the online universe. Try this countdown from 10 to launch your
learning into the final frontier.

10

9

8

7

Put students in the role of running a mission to the
International Space Station with Rocket Science:
Ride to Station (go.nasa.gov/2Yy8nIr). This
interactive simulation from NASA explores
rocketry, space stations and space vehicles. Play
online or via an iOS app. There’s a
comprehensive Educator Guide to help turn this
activity into a unique learning experience.

KerbalEdu (kerbaledu.com) is a
teaching-friendly version of the
successful Kerbal Space Program. The
task is to assist the loveable-buthapless Kerbals as they build rockets
and vehicles, construct moon bases
and space stations, and carry out
orbital missions. Create custom mission
scenarios in which students have to
master real-world physics, maths and
engineering skills to succeed.

Journey to the Red Planet and solve coding challenges in
a mixed reality environment with Kai’s Clan (kaisclan.ai).
Using code – block-based and JavaScript – instruct
robot Kai to drive around the Mars surface mat
to complete
missions and watch
the activity come to
life through
Augmented Reality
(AR) and Virtual
Reality (VR) functions.

Based on our best understanding of astronomy,
astrophysics, and astrobiology, Starchitect (starchitect.
net) is a game about stellar and planetary evolution. You
can create different types of stars, then add some
planets, and even see if you can get life going. All of
this happens
at a million
years a minute
(which would
make our solar
system about
three days old).

6

5

The European Space Agency (ESA) has created
the European Space Education Resource
Office (ESERO), to help promote interest in STEM
subjects. Each country has its own site, for
example UK (stem.org.uk/esero) and Ireland (esero.
ie) with a range of resources. ESA Education (esa.
int/Education) also has a selection of resources,
advice and games (esa.int/kids/en/Games).

Learn about the physics behind our solar system through
sandbox game Gravity Simulator (testtubegames.com/
gravity_full.html). Students can use it to experiment
with the principles of mass, acceleration, and
gravitational constants to see how they influence
planet orbits. Or check out the site’s other spacerelated games,
‘Why do astronauts
float?’, ‘Black Hole
Launcher’ and ‘Black
Hole Explorer’.
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ace stuff for you to explore
4

Explore our cosmic neighbourhood with the BBC’s Space
Race (bit.ly/bbcspacerace). Scroll down the page to
follow the interactive’s rocket as it travels 21 billion
kilometres through to the edge of the Solar System.
Along the way, learn facts about what’s around you.

3

2

1

If you’re looking for all things space related, NASA’s
Space Place (spaceplace.nasa.gov) is the place to go!
The site includes informative articles, videos, quizzes,
hands-on activities, and interactive games. There’s
also a section with resources and advice for educators.

JFK Moonshot (jfkmoonshot.org) is an Augmented
Reality app for learning about and experiencing the
Apollo 11 mission in 1969. Choose from four
options: The Launch, The Track, The Log, and The
Games. Each takes you through part of the mission,
from the Saturn V rockets to the historic landing. View
original photographs, videos, audio recordings, and
broadcasts, plus there are six games to play.

Learn about our closest star at DIY Sun Science (bit.ly/
diysunscience). The app has 13 easy-to-use, hands-on
activities and experiments, plus images, videos, and
more. Each activity includes material lists, step-bystep instructions, and detailed explanations that help
illustrate the science around our sun.
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Art, culture and tech put
project in pole position
What do an unused patch of school ground, some timber yard seconds, the Ma-ori
Creation Myth, and QR codes have in common? They’re all part of an innovative and
impressive art project at Murchison Area School, as Greg Adams discovers.
Back in Term 4 last year, Sarah Peacock was searching for a
challenging and engaging project that her Year 7/8 Art class could
do around the Māori Creation Myth.

the audio. It downloaded the soundtrack and automatically created
the QR code. Anyone scanning the code with a smartphone links to
the audio of the students telling a story of the character.”

“I wanted them to learn about the characters but do something that
involved more than just drawing pictures,” said Sarah, Deputy
Principal at Murchison Area School.

A collaborative effort

“I was working with impactED’s Arnika Macphail and she had a
QR code on her keyring. She explained that it linked to information
about her company and I thought the technique could be adapted
for kids to tell the story of a character.”
An idea took shape to bring together art, culture and digital
technology in an outdoor space – and it was soon put into motion.
“I’d seen another school had painted fenceposts, so I thought we
could do something similar but with standalone wooden pou or
poles on a piece of unused ground within the school.”
Sourcing these was quickly achieved.
“My husband and I are deer farmers, so I knew the local rep from
Goldpine in Richmond. I asked if he had any old poles and he
offered me some seconds at $10 each.”

Design and paint

In Term 4, the Art class set to work designing and painting 13 pou
with gods and demi-gods from Māori mythology.
“The designs were based on the ‘Māori Atua Mini Posters’ by
‘Green Grubs’, which I bought from Teachers Pay Teachers website.
It took all term to paint and varnish the pou.”
At the start of the new year, the now Year 9 group set to work
learning about the creation myth.
“They researched the gods, wrote short stories about each and
recorded audio clips narrating these. We used Vocaroo to record

RECORD YOUR VOICE WITH VOCAROO
This is an online tool that
allows users to record,
send, and download
voice messages. Simply
press the record button,
speak and save. The
audio can be shared,
embedded, downloaded
as an mp3 file, or saved
as a QR code.

In the meantime, Sarah enlisted help from other student groups
throughout the school to complete the project.
“It really turned into a team effort involving most of the school.
Senior students from our Year 11-13 BCATS class (Building,
Construction and Allied Trades Skills) were tasked with learning
how to concrete the poles into the ground. At the school, we recycle
paper in return for native seedlings and the Year 3/4 class are
planting these around them.”
The next step was making QR codes that could be attached to each
pole, the key criteria being that they would be easily readable and
weather resistant. Enter Danny McNeil of the Programmes, Events
and Learning Team at Christchurch City Council Libraries.
“We’d collaborated with Arnika on a number of projects –
including creating her keyring – and she put the school in touch
with us,” said Danny. “Sarah sent us the QR codes that she’d
already created and we laser cut them into some off-cut acrylic
blocks we had, added the school logo, and backed them with
recycled black Polypropylene. The acrylic’s 5mm thick and the
backing really shows up the code. We also cut holes, so they could
be screwed to the pou.
“It’s the first time we’d done this sort of thing. They don’t take long
to make and they turned out great.
“We are always open to collaborating with schools and helping
them to bring the interactivity process to life through digital
content. Anyone interested should contact us.”

Official unveiling

Everything was now ready. The COVID-19 lockdown put the
project temporarily on hold but the last day of Term 2 saw the
official unveiling.
“I’m stoked,” added Sarah. “This project has been a school-wide
collaboration. We’ve worked across subjects and years, and it’s a
great example of how we can make learning real and relevant,
whilst also beautifying our school grounds.
“We’ve already had the local kindy visit and parents checking it
out. From a little idea, we have something the students can be
proud of for years to come.”
GREG ADAMS IS EDITOR OF INTERFACE MAGAZINE.

More at vocaroo.com

6 educational games to try. Page 32.
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PLAN:
WORKING OUT WHERE
EVERYTHING GOES.

DIG:
PREPARING TO CONCRETE

OPEN:
UNVEILING AT SCHOOL ASSEMBLY

PLANT:
ADDING NATIVE SEEDLINGS

WHAT IS A QR CODE?
Short for ‘Quick Response’,
a QR code is a 2D barcode
used to link to and access
digital data, such as web
addresses, geo coordinates,
text, video and audio.
SC

AN

ME

!

READ:
LEARNING ABOUT
THE CHARACTER.

PAINT:
PREPARING THE POU.

They can be read quickly and
easily by smartphone apps.
Originally simply black squares
arranged in a square grid on a
white background, they can
now come in different shapes
and colours.

FILE SHARE
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BOOKS

Bringing you the best in e-learning FREE
P&P!
and digital technology books.
Exploring Chromebook
2020 Edition
By Kevin Wilson

BOOK STORE
Virtual Facilitation
EVENTS
DIARY
and
Meetings
By Kevin McAlpin
NEWS AND VIEWS

Are you looking to transfer your knowledge
and expertise into the virtual world? Whether
you’re new to delivering education online, or
looking to hone your skills, this book shares
behaviours of world-class facilitators,
focusing on core principles for successful
online classrooms.

Updated to cover new features,
Exploring Chromebook is the perfect
companion for your Chromebook. This
practical guide is packed with step-bystep instructions, full colour photos,
illustrations, helpful tips and video
demos to make the most of the device

Price: $$33.99
Publishes: September 2020

Price: $38.42
Published: July 2020

Makerspaces:
Remaking Your Play
By Michelle Compton and
Robin Thompson
Makerspaces focuses on how to cultivate
the maker mindset in young learners,
how to engage them in maker-centred
learning, design and introduce
makerspaces, and how to select/use
open-ended tools and materials. Tested
in real classrooms, the authors offer
practical suggestions, photos, and more.
Price: $66.12

Logic Games for Clever
Kids
By Gareth Moore and
Chris Dickason
This book is packed with logic puzzles that
are guaranteed to put kids’ powers of
deduction to the test. From mind-boggling
sudoku and simple-loop games to
bridge-building challenges and cryptic
conundrums, there are plenty of exciting
puzzles to keep your brain busy.
Price: $13.15
Publishes: September 2020

Published: August 2020

Digital Divisions
By Matthew H Rafalow

Teacher Cartoon-ADay 2021 Calendar
By Jonny Hawkins

This book explores how the digital divide
is much more than a matter of access:
it’s about how schools perceive the
value of digital technology and then use
them day to day. Rafalow finds how
technological inequality can be based on
a student’s race and background.

This calendar earns top grades
for a year’s worth of chuckles and
grins! Enjoy daily, light-hearted
lessons in curricular comedy
featuring spirited homework high
jinks, schoolroom capers, and
playground adventures.

Price: $53.82
Published: August 2020

Price: $35.90
Publishes: October 2020

ORDER NOW. FREE Postage & Packing!
INTERFACE has teamed up with The Book Depository to bring you the best in e-learning
and digital technology books. We’ve searched through the listings to identify titles that
we think will be interesting and helpful to teachers. Delivery is free. Follow the links on
our website for more details and to order.

interfaceonline.co.nz/books
Can you recommend a book for us to review? digital@interfacemagazine.co.nz
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Awesome Sauce
By Josh Stock
The ability to use video to communicate
has become a basic element of literacy,
inside and outside the classroom.
Awesome Sauce is a playful, fun-to-read
book that shows educators how to plan
and make simple videos that inspire
students, engage parents and save
them time.
Price: $48.53
Published: July 2020

Google Classroom Guide
By Matt Phoenix
In this comprehensive guide, you will
find reliable resources, tips, and tricks,
so you can unlock and start using and
maximising Google Classroom’s
features. Learn how to create multiple
classrooms, post questions and
announcements, check assignments,
provide feedback, and much more.
Price: $24.27
Published: July 2020

Blended Learning
By B-Rains Academy
Have you been wondering what
Blended Learning is, how it works,
and/or what it could mean for you?
Technology is changing the teaching
landscape. Learn how this approach
has been fostering learner
engagement and individualised tuition
to enhance a student’s personal
learning experience.
Price: $51.56
Published: July 2020

*Please note, prices may change.
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HEALTH
Disney’s Healthy Living (citizenship.
disney.com/healthy-living) has challenges,
activities, videos, recipes, and quizzes.
Use the resources to learn about healthy
habits (including handwashing), foods and
energy, and exercise for a healthy lifestyle.
‘The Check’ helps identify healthy food
choices.

Can you believe the 5+ A DAY (5aday.co.nz)
campaign was launched nearly 25 years
ago! The message remains just as strong
today and the site has plenty of free and
useful information. These range from tips
and advice, to posters and other teaching
resources, to scientific studies.

Health Ed (healthed.govt.nz) is a
searchable, online catalogue of healthrelated resources and information. Hosted
by the Health Promotion Agency (HPA)
and the Ministry of Health, it covers a
range of key public health topics,
including nutrition, physical activity,
immunisation, and staying smoke free.

At the Heart Foundation’s Educators
(heartfoundation.org.nz/educators/) you’ll
find a range of tools, resources,
programmes and initiatives to help teach
children about food, nutrition and making
healthy choices. These include lesson
plans, teaching activities, unit plans, and
recipes.

With the vision ‘Everyone in Aotearoa can
and does eat well and leads an active life’,
Activity and Nutrition Aotearoa, ANA
(ana.org.nz) offers a wide range of
resources on nutrition and physical
activity. Keep up with the latest news,
research and information with its
fortnightly e-newsletter.

From Wattie’s, Project Cook (bit.ly/
projectcook) offers fun and interactive ways
to get kids cooking … and in a healthy way.
It’s a few years old now but, aimed
primarily at Years 7 and 8, there are still
useful recipes, information about
ingredients and nutrition, teaching
resources, and activities for the classroom.

Do you have what it takes to save the
Galaxy? Register and login (for free), and
start testing your logic and critical thinking
skills in Math Blaster (mathblaster.com).
Using just brain power, players aim to
become an intergalactic hero in this aliens
and outer space-themed adventure.

ChiliMath (chilimath.com) started as a
resource for students who needed extra
help in Algebra but has grown to cover
other subjects, such as Geometry, Number
Theory, and Basic Math Proofs. With
material that ranges from introductory to
advanced, lessons include examples and
diagrams help to build confidence and skills.

MATHS
BBC School Radio Maths (bit.ly/
bbcradiomaths) has a collection of
engaging and entertaining quizzes and
games to help develop numeracy skills.
The focus is on mental maths, with
activities including Megamaths,
Numbertime, Counting Songs, and Maths
Challenge.

A SELECTION OF FILE SHARE RESOURCES IS AVAILABLE UNDER ‘FREE STUFF’ AT INTERFACEONLINE.CO.NZ
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E-READING
From ‘War and Peace’ to ‘Moby Dick’,
‘Little Women’ to ‘Ulysses’, find and
download many classic books from Planet
Publish (planetpublish.com). Search by
author or title, or simply scroll down the
menu on the right-hand side to see what
they’ve got and to find the book you need.

ManyBooks (manybooks.net) hosts
50,000 e-book titles. Originally offering
classic and public domain books from
Project Gutenberg, it’s now also a platform
for self-publishing authors. Browse by
genre or search by author, title or
keyword. Register to create your own
bookshelf of titles you have read.

Open Source Shakespeare
(opensourceshakespeare.org) provides
access to the Bard’s complete works,
including the 1864 Globe Edition of the
complete works. Search plays, poems and
sonnets by genre, characters, quotes, and
keywords. Even find out the number of
words or speeches in a play.

Hosted by the Extensive Reading
Foundation, M-Reader (mreader.org)
provides online quizzes to test if
students have read and understood a
book. Schools need to register, to allow
teachers to use the site. Each quiz has
10 questions. Students who pass receive
a cover of the book on their own page.

Classic Books (read.gov/books/) is a
collection of 51 classic stories for kids
and teenagers (plus a handful for adults).
Hosted by the Library of Congress, each
book comes with a short description, a
link to view and read, as well as some
background information about the book.

Formerly called ‘Books Should Be Free’,
Loyal Books (loyalbooks.com) is an
online library of free public domain
audiobooks and e-books (with a few best
sellers for sale). Search for books by
genre, author, title, or keywords. Each
comes with an extensive description,
cover image and download options.

For a tonne of science teaching materials
check out OpenSciEd (openscied.org).
The open source resources are freely
available and cover different curriculum
areas across the ‘Middle School’ level
curriculum. In addition to the instructional
units, the site includes a simulation library
and videos.

Science in the City (scienceinthecity.
stanford.edu) is an online community for
teachers to explore resources and exchange
ideas. You’ll also get to hear about new
research and study findings of the site’s
team, a group of science education
researchers and educators seeking to
improve science teaching.

SCIENCE

PLEASE REMEMBER TO CHECK THE APPROPRIATENESS OF ANY ONLINE RESOURCES BEFORE USING THEM IN CLASS.

Jefferson Lab’s Frostbite Theater (bit.ly/
frostbitetheater) is a video collection of
nearly 100 science demonstrations and
experiments hosted on YouTube, many
featuring the use of liquid nitrogen, dry
ice, electricity, and more. The entertaining
videos are fairly short and help to simplify
and explain complex topics.
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EDUCATIONAL GAMES

ONLINE GIF MAKERS

Mission to the Mesozoic (mesomission.
fieldmuseum.org) challenges players, who
assume the role of a photographer, to find
plants and animals across the Triassic,
Jurassic, and Cretaceous time periods.
Learn facts as you go, including information
on climate and continental positioning.
Choose to play in English or Spanish.

Test your knowledge of places with
Geography Treasure Hunts (collections.
storymaps.esri.com/treasure-hunts/). Solve
a series of map-based questions by framing
the solution within the viewfinder, so it turns
green. There are 10 hunts to pick from,
including Beaches, Places and Food,
Mountains, and World Heritage Sites.

ezGIF (ezgif.com) is a simple online GIF
maker and toolset for basic animated GIF
editing (combining separated image files
as frames). Select and upload the images
and/or video you want to use – multiple
formats are accepted. Then create, resize,
crop, reverse, optimise, and apply some
effects to your GIFs.

With Mission 1.5 (mission1point5.org),
you’re in charge of tackling global
warming. Develop by the United Nations,
the game asks players to keep the
temperature rise below 1.5 degrees by
making decisions to address climate
change. Then cast your vote to help the
UN to advise on climate plans and policies.

There are 14 free mystery games at Nancy
Drew Retro Mini Games (bit.ly/
retrominigames). From finding objects to
diffusing bombs, these classic games based
on the fictional amateur detective will test
your powers of observation and problem
solving.

Create GIFs quickly and easily with Giphy
(giphy.com/create/gifmaker). After creating
a free account, choose your images or
video and upload. There’s a comprehensive
range of editing options. Pick the style,
animation, colour, and add a caption,
stickers, filters and more. Save and share.

3rd World Farmer (3rdworldfarmer.org)
aims to simulate some of the real-world
mechanisms that cause and sustain
poverty in Third World countries, from bad
harvests and market price fluctuations, to
corrupt officials and civil war. In the game,
the player gets to manage an African farm
and face the difficult choices that have to
be made to survive.

Learn about investing with STAX
(buildyourstax.com). Based on real historical
market data, players have 20 minutes to
grow 20 years of wealth in their portfolio.
There are seven different investment
opportunities to unlock and an explanation
of each. Play alone or in groups.

GifPal (gifpal.com) is a free tool that can
produce some great effects. Select the size,
then upload images or capture some with
your webcam. Add and edit the frame –
there are 47 effects to choose from – and
adjust the speed and file quality. Once you’re
happy, select ‘Build GIF’ and download your
creation.

A SELECTION OF FILE SHARE RESOURCES IS AVAILABLE UNDER ‘FREE STUFF’ AT INTERFACEONLINE.CO.NZ
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FREE ICONS

MOCKUP DESIGNS

The Noun Project (thenounproject.com)
boasts more than two million curated
icons, created by a global community. The
‘Basic’ downloads are free, although they
almost all need Creative Commons
accreditation and have limitations, like no
customisation and black only. ‘Pro’
downloads are fully editable but cost.

Remix Icon (remixicon.com) is a set of
open-source icons and symbols – meaning
no attribution is necessary – and all are
free to use in classrooms and schoolwork.
There are currently 2,271 to choose from.
Search by keyword or category, like
buildings, health, weather, and media.

Adapt and create images with Mockup
World (mockupworld.co). The site offers
100s of free and ready-to-use templates,
which are in the form of layered PSD files
equipped with smart objects that allow
users to drag and drop their own elements
into the image. (Photoshop is required to
use files.)

From Google, Material Design Icons
(material.io/resources/icons/) has nearly
1,000 open-source icons in its library, all
designed to their minimal, simplest forms.
Each symbol is available in five themes –
filled, outlined, rounded, two-tone, or
sharp – and a range of downloadable sizes
and densities.

Choose from 282 designs at Feather
Icons (feathericons.com), all of which are
open source and free to use. Each is
designed on a 24x24 grid with an
emphasis on simplicity. Search by keyword
or alphabetically. There are several
customisation options, including size,
stroke width and colour.

Unblast (unblast.com) has an extensive
library of free (and some premium) design
resources made by designers from
around the world. Choose from 2,820
mockups, as well as templates (323),
graphics (482) and 3D models (52), in a
variety of file formats, including Illustrator,
Photoshop and InDesign.

Streamline Icon’s Free Icon Pack
(streamlineicons.com) comes with 30,000
icons that you can download and use
straight away as PNG files. As an extra,
there’s also a sample of 100 vector icons
in three weights. Paid-for options open
several additional features, including file
formats and line weights.

Nucleo App has a Free Icon Pack
(nucleoapp.com/free-icons) that includes 60
images. These come as single SVG files
and icon fonts, with outline, glyph and
coloured options. If you like them, the site’s
full library offers more than 30,000 fully
customisable icons for a one-time payment.

Placeit (placeit.net) has a selection of
free mockups and design templates (and
a whole lot more if you want to pay) that
you can edit right in your browser. Select
the template, add your content – images
and text – and choose colours. Save,
download and share when you’re done.

WHAT IS THIS?
		

Wherever you see this symbol it means there’s a video to watch
on our website relating to the resource interfaceonline.co.nz
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LESSON IDEAS

LESSON IDEA 20.07: DOT-TO-DOT PICTURES

Objective: Add a different dimension to images by turning them into dots
Age range: 7-14 Website: picturedots.com

The idea behind dot-to-dot images is simple enough: join the dots
to create a recognisable picture. But how easy is it to create them?

METHOD

INTERFACEONLINE.CO.NZ

1. Go to picturedots.com.
Images can be created
without signing up (but if you
do, you can save your work
on the site). Select ‘Make
Puzzle’ and ‘Load Image’.

3. Add lines as necessary to
complete the picture.
4. Preview and, if you’re happy,
make a PDF and download.

2. Enter a link to you chosen
image and it will load. (We’ve
picked the Eiffel Tower for
this example, as it has a
simple outline shape.) Draw
the dots in appropriate places
around the image. These will
automatically record and
number with each mouse
click. Dots can be moved or
backed-up.

5. There’s also a comprehensive
tutorial that goes through this
whole process.

IN THE CLASSROOM
From choosing an appropriate image, to picking
the spots to place the dots, the creation of
dot-to-dot images offers several artistic, creative
and technological challenges to solve – and then
there’s the fun of having a go with the outcomes.

20.08

LESSON IDEA 20.08: TIKTOK

Objective: Creating and using short videos for learning.
Age range: 13+ Website: tiktok.com

TikTok is a short-form video creation tool
and social media platform rolled into one.
You’ve probably heard of the app but
have you thought of using it to engage
students in class?

METHOD
1. It’s unlikely to need any introduction – and controls are fairly
easy to master – so you can dive straight in.
2. One way to use TikTok is to make your own ‘teaching’ videos.
In the spirit of the flipped classroom, make short videos
explaining concepts, setting assignments, and so on.
3. Alternatively, working individually or in small groups, ask
students to create their own videos. They can be on any
number of topics, including:
• showing an understanding of something, like an equation or
experiment;
• making presentations and speeches
• speaking foreign languages;

• demonstrating sports or dance moves; or
• making a news report.
4. If you’re worried about privacy, there are settings that allow
for the creation of closed classroom groups for safe sharing.

IN THE CLASSROOM
Using videos isn’t just fun, they’re proven to be highly effective in
learning. Students need creative and digital skills to make them.
Plus, using a social media tool is always a good way to start
conversations about privacy and appropriate online practices.
(And if you don’t fancy using TikTok, there are similar apps.)

THESE LESSON IDEAS ARE PUBLISHED UNDER THE CREATIVE COMMONS BY-SA LICENCE. THIS
MEANS YOU’RE FREE TO SHARE AND ADAPT PROVIDED YOU CREDIT INTERFACE AS THE SOURCE.

INTERFACEONLINE.CO.NZ
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ZERO-X PULSE
DRONE
Packed with features, the Zero-X Pulse makes learning to fly a
drone easy and fun. With Auto Hover Mode, 360-degree Flip
Stunt Mode and One Key Take-Off and Landings (to get you up
and down safely), fly for seven minutes on a single charge, up to
a 100-metre range in any direction. You can adjust the speed of
the drone to suit your skill level and conditions – select from
Slow, Mid and High on the smart foldable controller. Plus, the
Pulse’s build-in High Definition (720P HD) camera will capture all
the action from your flight. A manual gimbal lets you position the
camera either forward or downward to get the shots you want.
We have one Zero-X Pulse Drone up for grabs. If you fancy taking
it for a spin in the sky, go to our website for entry details.
Entries close Wednesday 28 October.

4 PORT USB POWER
SUPPLY (AND
TRAVEL ADAPTOR)
Need to quickly and easily power multiple devices? This 4-Port
Power Supply lets you charge up to four devices with a handy
quartet of USB sockets. But wait, there’s more. This versatile
device doubles up as a travel adaptor. Not only is it compact and
portable but also it will power up your devices wherever you are
in the world thanks to an interchangeable head system that
makes it simple to select the correct plug for the country you’re
in – including USA, China, Europe, UK, and Australia.
If you could use this nifty piece of kit in your classroom, at home
or on the move, enter your details on our website and you could
win.
Entries close Wednesday 28 October.

Uncover the story behind this QR code on pages 26 and 27.
(and see if you can read it, too!)
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WE HAVE SOME FANTASTIC PRIZES UP FOR
GRABS THIS ISSUE. TO ENTER ANY OF THE
COMPETITIONS JUST GO TO OUR WEBSITE.
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MEASURE MASTER
From Maths and Physics, to PE and STEAM, taking
measurements are part of many classroom activities. Meet the
Measure Master, an awesome 3-in-1 measuring tool. Firstly,
there’s the ‘String Measure’, which is perfect for recording
distances up to three metres around shapers, curves and object
contours. Next is the ‘Roller Measure’, whose traditional tape
stretches up to 10 metres. And lastly, there’s the ‘Sonic
Measure’, also for up to 10 metres. You can store up to eight
measurements and there’s a back-lit digital LED display for easy
reading.
Become a maestro when it comes to measuring! We have one
Measure Master to give away.
Entries close Wednesday 28 October.

ATARI FLASHBACK
CLASSICS,
VOLUMES 1 AND 2
The Atari Flashback Classics Collection features some of the
most memorable video games ever made. Volume 1 comes
with Combat, Centipede, Swordquest, and Star Raiders;
Volume 2 includes Asteroids, Haunted House, Adventure, and
Major Havoc. All remastered, they recreate the retro gaming
experience on today’s PS4 platform. They include online play
and leaderboards, and each offers an extensive visual archive
of classic artwork for each game.
So, do you fancy reliving the golden age of video games? We
have a copy of each volume up for grabs.

*Measure Master requires 4x AAA Batteries to operate (not included).

Entries close Wednesday 28 October.

Run, jump and roll to learn Bible stories.
See page 38.
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FROM THE BACK OF THE CLASS

Run, jump, roll and slide to
learn Bible stories
Bringing games-based learning activities into the classroom can offer fun, engagement
and beneficial outcomes. Mannie Marara explains how an online game is helping his
students to a better understanding of the Bible.

INTERFACEONLINE.CO.NZ

Teaching Religious Studies can be a challenge. Reading long stories
from the bible can be tricky for reluctant readers. And it is not
always easy finding contemporary material that will attract young
people to Religious Education, especially when they have access to
a lot of interactive material from other subject areas.
Thanks to a recommendation from a colleague, I recently started
using a brilliant online game. It’s called Guardians of Ancora and it
allows students (aged 8-12) to play fun, level-based problem-solving
games whilst learning bible-related messages and stories.
It’s proving a popular add-on to the work I already do in class as all
children love playing online games. They mainly play in their free
time with parents equally happy to have ‘wholesome’ game content.

Support and extend

Scripture Union are the organisation behind the creation of the
game. There are numerous resources to support the game’s
learning with detailed lesson plans and material to help deliver the
content. There is even a ‘Lite’ version of resources for groups with
limited access to devices and technology.

PLAYING GUARDIANS OF ANCORA
Guardians of Ancora is a parkour adventure game where players
have to run, jump, roll and slide their way through 11 stories of
the Bible.
Choose your Guardian hero, then train and learn the ways of the
Guardians before setting off into the world of Ancora, a city of
light founded hundreds of years ago by the first Guildmaster
Othniel and powered by the Saga, a collection of stories of the
Bible. Here players explore the ancient world of the Bible, meet
Jesus, experience the miracles he performed, and return light to
the city, which is recovering from an attack by the Great

I use the game as an extension of our learning, the supporting
resources allow deeper work to be carried out. A number of biblical
stories are covered, ‘Jesus and the fishermen’ is a key one and a
starting point for the game. There’s a ‘Bible story arc’ of 30 or so
individual tales, telling of God’s encounters with his people, from
Genesis to Revelation. The concept of faith is then elaborated on
through the set tasks, videos and quizzes. Issues regarding identity
and change are also looked at.
Overall, it is easy to understand and play. All my children, most of
whom already play ‘online’ style games, love being allowed to
’play’ a game as part of their learning.
I only started using it last term after a colleague and I were looking
for ideas of things that the children could do independently. So far,
Guardians of Ancona has been very well received by the children. I
definitely plan to continue using it.
MANNIE MARARA IS CHAPLAIN AND DIRECTOR OF RELIGIOUS
EDUCATION AT HADLOW PREPARATORY SCHOOL IN MASTERTON.

Shadow. Along the way, there are more than 25 quizzes, 100
mini-game levels to complete, videos to watch, and the chance
to create works of art in your own art studio. There’s also a
library of 12 free e-books explaining everything there is to know
about the world and game.
MORE AT GUARDIANSOFANCORA.COM

Next time… Looking at VR in the classroom.

There’s Still Time to take
part in New Zealand’s
Digital Challenge –
Tahi Rua Trou Tech!

Sign up your teams this week and be eligible to enter the regional
finals In November! For those already entrenched in the challenge,
our submission dates for team projects for the regionals have just
been announced!

Regionals Submission Dates:
• 22nd September
• 14th October
• 11th November
It’s ABSOLUTELY FREE and as easy as 123!
Find out more at 123Tech.nz
#FutureThinking_Today

VIEWSONIC EDUCATION DISPLAYS
Presentation and Collaboration
ViewSonic offers the right mix of EdTech elements combining security,
flexibility and user-centric application for modern pedagogies; giving
educators the digital tools they need and freeing up their valuable time and
resources.
ViewBoard® Interactive Display
ampliﬁes presentations
while encouraging peer
collaboration.

Wireless Presentation
Display simpliﬁes the
setup and operation of
a shared screen.

ry
geomet

myViewBoard®, an easy-to-use and incredibly
secure digital whiteboarding solution packed
with collaboration tools that helps teachers
prepare, present, and drive student's participation.

ActiveVision supplies Schools Interactive Teaching Tools and Software Solutions to enable
immersive learning experiences - Contact Us Today for a Free Demo.
0800 368 474

www.activevision.co.nz

